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Unequal global vaccine coverage is at the heart of the current covid-19
crisis
The emergence of the omicron variant shows the risks of vaccine inequity, and the response of the
global North has been to further discriminate against and isolate the global South
Fatima Hassan, 1 Leslie London, 2 Gregg Gonsalves3
In early 2020, as the covid-19 pandemic started to
spread across the world, warm words of global
solidarity claimed that “we are all in this together.”
But these were little more than platitudes. From
vaccine inequity, to blocking the TRIPS waiver, and
selective travel bans—the global South has
consistently been treated in a paternalistic and racist
way.1
Before the Omicron variant emerged, the pandemic
was regarded as almost “over” in many developed
countries with higher rates of covid-19 vaccination
and the rollout of booster programmes. Now, with a
new variant and ongoing uncertainty about its
impact, politicians are scrambling to slam shut
borders, often without scientific justification.
Selective travel bans are misguided attempts to
firefight the symptoms of inequality in global access
to vaccine supplies. By now, we all know that no one
is safe until everyone is safe.
So let us be clear on how we have ended up in this
situation—uneven and slow access to covid-19
vaccines in the global South has brought us to this
point. There is a way out of this, but pharmaceutical
companies are intent on not sharing knowledge to
help Africa manufacture vaccines and speed up
production, despite taking huge injections of public
funding. This is not only unethical, but inequitable
and unsustainable. Unequal access to vaccines risks
creating a breeding ground for variants.
Recently, a narrative emerged that vaccine “supply”
cannot be a barrier to vaccine rollouts, because in
late 2021, governments in the global South deferred
supplies as uptake slowed slightly.2 3 It is worth
noting that other countries have over ordered vaccine
doses and then wasted them when they have not been
used. The argument that supply is not an issue, is
premised on vaccine hesitancy alone as the cause of
slowed uptake, but it does not factor in the lack of
access to timely supplies of vaccine doses as
highlighted by the WHO, and the impact of worrying
anti-vaccine campaigns everywhere.4 -6 It provides
convenient cover to pharmaceutical companies whose
control of markets have fuelled artificial scarcity. The
fact is only 6.3% of people in LICs received one dose
with only about 7% vaccinated in Africa.7 8
Substantially more doses have been administered to
people in high income and upper middle income
countries.9 As well as the risk of new variants
emerging in unvaccinated populations, this lack of
vaccines in the global South means that the health
and socio-economic burden of covid-19 cases,
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hospital admissions, and deaths will fall
disproportionately on these countries.
There is evidence that many people in Africa want
vaccination, but are not getting it in a timely manner.
Recent studies show that there is a greater willingness
among people in the global South than in some parts
of the global North.10 11 Moreover, the mere existence
of hesitancy in several parts of the global North, has
never been invoked as a reason not to prioritise
supplies to them.
One study published in Nature analysed vaccine
acceptance across 10 LMICs in Asia, Africa, and South
America, compared to Russia and the US.11 It found
a higher willingness to have a vaccine in LMICs
compared with the US and Russia “primarily
explained by an interest in personal protection
against covid-19, while concern about side effects is
the most common reason for hesitancy.” And it
concluded that “prioritising vaccine distribution to
the global South should yield high returns in
advancing global immunisation coverage.” This is
what we should collectively and expeditiously work
towards.
Significantly, most Northern countries started their
vaccination rollouts in the first quarter of 2021 while
LMICs are still waiting for sufficient, timely supplies
relying on a drip feed system, which requires
rationing of the rollout programme. 5 The result: 1 in
4 in African healthcare workers are vaccinated
compared to at least 75% of healthcare workers in
the global North.12
South Africa, like many other African countries, had
limited supplies for much of the past year.
Throughout the first three quarters of 2021, the
national vaccine programme was beset by material
delays, because companies entered into
pre-agreements with preferred “customers” and with
limited manufacturing partners.13 14
Contract negotiations also took several months due
to manufacturers’ demands: state procurement,
unfettered export and allocation rights,
non-disclosure, price determination, and broad
indemnification against liability.15 The
non-transparency of vaccine contracts, underpinned
by excessive Intellectual Property protection,
exacerbates suspicion, even of those who procure
vaccines.
As new data on variants emerged, vaccine selection
changed, often requiring urgent programmatic
adjustments at a national level. Throughout this time,
pharmaceutical companies have had the power to
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decide almost everything, including the control of production and
distribution that made coherent planning and effective
implementation impossible. Vaccines produced in South Africa
were exported to Europe in mid-2021 while South Africa faced a
third wave of covid-19, while vaccine doses with short expiry dates
were “donated” creating a strain on fragile health systems.15 -17 This
created a confusing stop-start strategy, due to production
bottlenecks and erratic distribution, all of which remain
non-transparent.
And here, South Africa is no exception, it’s challenges are illustrative
of a wider malaise in this pandemic characterised by secrecy, racism,
and a lack of transparency.
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